An Award-Winning
Delivery-Focused IT Consultancy

BJSS is an award-winning
delivery-focused IT Consultancy
With over 20 years’ software delivery and IT advisory experience, we are
renowned for technical excellence, cost-effective delivery and our proven BJSS
Enterprise Agile approach.
With offices across the UK and USA, BJSS clients include some of the world’s largest companies
including investment banks, retail banks, government departments, energy companies and financial
institutions.
We employ over 500 technologists, project managers and consultants and have established a reputation
for the successful design and delivery of reliable,scalable, high-availability enterprise applications.

Technology has radically changed
the way media and telco services are
consumed.
A proliferation of new mobile devices and changing lifestyles means frequent adjustments to content
delivery methods. Keeping pace with change to find new revenue streams as old commercial models
evolve is essential. The challenge is to ensure that while the consumer experience is rapidly evolving that
the supporting infrastructure can scale and that back office systems remain reliable.
BJSS recognises these challenges and has helped a number of clients in the sector achieve shorter high
quality release cycles through application of BJSS Enterprise Agile methods and delivery tools and
environments. We know that a quick turnaround doesn’t mean sacrificing quality or stability.
Our expertise in the sector includes delivery a variety of outcomes to our clients. We have reduced time
to market through implementation of automated equipment provisioning, increased sales revenues and
conversions through enhanced online customer experiences and reduced the manual effort and time
taken to publish content to mutiple platforms.

Client On-Boarding System for UK
Broadband Provider
BJSS deployed a multi-disciplinary team of Development and Test Managers, Team
Leads, Developers and Testers to work onsite alongside the client’s own resources.
The BJSS team quickly got up to speed with the business domain and worked to
deliver software across the customer facing web interface, mid-tier components
and integration to operational provisioning systems. In addition to the core
delivery engagement BJSS was invited to assist with a change project to implement
new development and test environments, SDLC tooling and agile processes.

Peer-to-Peer Lending Portal
Our client was looking to set up the first online social lending marketplace for
consumer borrowing that required no bank interaction, minimal overheads and
no unethical investments. They wanted a site that was easy to use, secure and
reliable. Given the complexity involved in the process of information gathering,
credit checks and in particular the lender/borrower matching requirements, the
site needed to incorporate a configurable workflow system and a sophisticated
matching engine. We were able to draw upon our expertise in building trading
systems for big blue chip organisations to manage the project and engineer the
build. BJSS Entperirse Agile approach enabled us to adapt to the constantly
changing functional and regulatory requirements whilst maintaining the high level
of quality and availability required of a public-facing financial system.

Broadcast Video on Demand
A British network broadcaster wanted to improve a set of internal applications that
had evolved organically over a number of years to manage the content publishing
workflow for VoD content. BJSS was engaged to assist with the consolidation of
these applications and ensure flexibility and ease of use going forward to support
the changing needs of the organisation.
BJSS consultants provided assistance to the client’s internal team in the following
areas:
•

Technical design and guidance on the appropriate technology stack, products
and toolkits to provide a blueprint for future application development

•

User Experience consulting and production of a UI style guide and branded
developer toolkit of UI controls

•

Delivery of a test approach for the implementation of an effective automation
test framework

The advice provided included guidance on moving to a Service Oriented
Architecture and developing and testing services and applications to use this
paradigm.

BJSS Enterprise Agile

Underpinning BJSS’ software delivery engagements is BJSS Enterprise Agile - a flexible approach that
ensures success. We’ve combined over 20 years of practical experience developing distributed, high
performance, high availability software systems with elements of methods such as XP, SCRUM and the
Unified Process into a practical toolkit for consistent delivery - successful even in environments dominated by more rigid processes such as Waterfall.

Differentiators

Focus on Risk: An architecture-centric approach
coupled with early and continuous technical testing
avoids late-breaking and expensive architectural
changes and encourages the appropriate discussions
regarding project priorities.
Complete Project Delivery Coverage: BJSS
Enterprise Agile expands a limited scope by adding
a strong focus on sound management practices and
providing guidance for the role of management.
Transparency: Complete visibility of project status
and issues as well as comprehensive metrics support
calibration of the plan, facilitating joint decisionmaking, leading to a 'No surprises end-game'.
Necessary and Sufficient Formality: A formal
project structure to support early risk eradication and
increased certainty of delivery and quality.
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Request a copy of the
BJSS Enterprise Agile book

Proven at Scale: The approach has been proven
to scale from small engagements to global enterprise
system deliveries.
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Practical and Flexible: BJSS Enterprise Agile
complements existing organisational governance
structures whilst retaining the flexibility to scale to a
wide range of organisation and project types.

bjss.com

Cell-Based
Delivery
Teams

Offices and Project Centres across the UK and USA

bjss.com/ea

